Abstract. This paper presents a threshold color image segmentation methodology based on Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) Neural Network. The objective of segmentation methodology is to determine the minimum number of color features in six seed lines ("nh1", "nh2", "nh3", "nh4", "nh5" y "nh6") of seed castor (Ricinus comunnis L.) images for future seed characterization. Seed castor lines are characterized for pigmentation regions that not allow an optimum segmentation process. In some cases, seed pigmentation regions are similar to background make difficult their segmentation characterization. Methodology proposes to segment the seed image in a SOM-based idea in an increasing way until to some of SOM neuron not have allocated none of the image pixels. Several experiments were carried out with others two standard test images ("House" and "Girl") and results are presented both visual and numerical way.
Introduction
Image segmentation is the process of image partition into homogeneous regions (sets or pixels) that share certain visual characteristics [1, 2] . The objective of segmentation is to simplify and/or change the representation of an image into something that is more meaningful and easier to analyze [3] . Generally image segmentation depends on threshold dependent criteria [4] .Otsu method is a classical technique frequently applied to image segmentation [5] . More recently, in field of image segmentation, researchers have extensively worked over this fundamental problem and applied various algorithms/methods. One of these algorithms is Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [6] . The interest on ANNs has been on the rise due to them being inspired on the nervous system, their usefulness for solving pattern recognition problems and their parallel architectures [7] .
ANN can change their responses according to the environmental conditions and learn from experience [8] . It has been seen that ANN is a good approach to analyze images and segment different objects present in a given image [4] . ANN has been used for image segmentation based on its supervised and unsupervised methods [9] . In the segmentation of color images, unsupervised learning is preferred to supervised learning because the latter requires a set of training samples, which may not always be available [6, 10] . The Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), a widely used image segmentation algorithm [2] , is a type of unsupervised ANN [11] .
The SOM features are very useful in data analysis and data visualization, which makes it an important tool in image segmentation [8] . It has two major characteristics, (i) it produces a low dimensional representation of the input space (ii) it groups together similar samples [9] .
These two characteristics of SOM help us in segmenting the regions of the image that has similar features, and it reduces the number of colors required to represent an image [6] . SOM studies each input component and then classifies the input into the corresponding class (color). The basic Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) [18] . Neural Network consists of the input layer and the output layer, which is fully connected with the input layer by the adjusted weights (prototype vectors). The number of units in the input layer corresponds to the dimension of the data. The number of units in the output layer is the number of reference vectors in the data space (image).
In SOM, the high-dimensional input vectors are projected in a nonlinear way to a low-dimensional map (usually a two-dimensional space), and SOM can perform this transformation adaptively in a topologically ordered fashion. Therefore, the neurons are placed at the nodes of a twodimensional lattice.
Every neuron of the map is represented by an n-dimensional weight vector (prototype vector), θ=[θ_1,…,θ_n ], where θ denotes the dimension of the input vectors. The prototype vectors together form a codebook. The units (neurons) of the map are connected to adjacent ones by a neighborhood relation, which indicates the topology of the map. SOM can adjust the weight vectors of adjacent units in the competitive layer by competitive learning.
In the training (learning) phase, the SOM forms an elastic net that folds onto the ''cloud'' formed by the input data. Similar input vectors should be mapped close together on the nearby neurons, and group them into clusters. SOM is an unsupervised classification which is used to cluster a data set based on statistics only, and can be trained by an unsupervised learning algorithm in which the network learns to form its own classifications of training data without external help.
The SOM is trained iteratively. Recently, many researchers have explored the alone SelfOrganizing Maps (SOM) Neural Network capabilities in image segmentation and proposed several models for object shape recovery [12] , to deal with images containing regions characterized by intensity in homogeneity [13] or to segment a Landsat image [14] .
In addition, many researchers have explored the SOM capabilities combined with other techniques for brain image segmentation [15] or to identify the water region from LANDSAT satellite image [16] . However, the choice of image segmentation technique depends on the problem being considered [17] . In this paper, a threshold color image segmentation methodology based on SOM Neural Network is presented. In this paper, a threshold color image segmentation methodology based on SOM Neural Network is presented.
The objective of the segmentation methodology is to identify and separate the seed castor (Ricinus comunnis L) to determine the minimum number of color features.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the images analyzed in our experiments and methodology are presented. In Section 3, we show the experimental results obtained by the proposed methodology. Finally, Section 4 contains the conclusions of this research.
Material and Methods

Material
In this paper, the color image segmentation methodology segments seed castor ricinus images ("nh1", "nh2", "nh3", "nh4", "nh5" y "nh6") and two standard test images ("House" and "Girl"). Table 9 . Threshold values for girl image Seed images were acquired under standard conditions using a microtouch (Dinolite digital microscope) over a white background at 29 cm. Images were stored in the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPG) format (480 x 640 pixels color image). Figure 1 shows a representative set of the six castor lines analyzed. Standard images have a TIFF format with dimensions of 256x256 color image and 96 ppp. Figure 1a shows the image for nh1, 1b for nh2, 1c for nh3, 1d for nh4, 1e for nh5 and 1f for nh6.
Methodology
With the objective of determining the minimum number of color features in six seed lines (nh1, nh2, nh3, nh4, nh5 and nh6) of castor (Ricinus comunnis L.) for future seed characterization process, a color image segmentation methodology is presented. Figure 2 illustrates the segmentation methodology.
The segmentation methodology starts setting the maximum number of experiments, the maximum number of SOM number of image seg- ments. Then segmentation process segments the image in an increasing way. If the SOM process finds an empty class, the process selects the previous SOM network and ends. On the other hand, the process increments one neuron and another SOM network is created. The number of neurons in SOM is increased until one of them is empty. When SOM process finds an empty class, it is considered that selected network represents the minimum number of segments in image. The main steps of the SOM methodology are described in algorithm 1.
In the first step, segmentation process selects an initial number of k classes. In second step, SOM method segments the image into the k selected classes. If the SOM process found an empty class, the processes end and selects the previous SOM network to represents the segmented image. On the other hand, the SOM process increments one class and another SOM network is created with an additional neuron to segment the image. The number of neurons in SOM is increased until one of them is empty.
Experimental Results
This section presents the obtained results. Six seed lines ("nh1", "nh2", "nh3", "nh4", "nh5" and "nh6") of seed castor (Ricinus comunnis L.) are used for conducting experiments. Two standard test images ("House" and "Girl") obtained from University of Southern California in Miscellaneous section were also used for testing. According to section 2B, table 1 shows the implemented SOM network parameters.
Image Segmentation Results
This section shows the results obtained by different network structures for each seed image. Figure 3 shows the image segmentation results by the applied methodology. From top to bottom, they are "nh1", "nh2", "nh3", "nh4", "nh5" and "nh6" seed images and "House" and "Girl" standard images. The first column to the seven columns show, respectively, the corresponding images of segmentation results with two to eight thresholds obtained by the methodology.
For nh1 seed image, the figure with the minimum number of segments is 3(a5), for nh2 is 3(b3), for nh3 is 3(c3), for nh4 is 3(d4), for nh5 is 3(e5), for nh6 is 3(f4).
For house standard image, figure 3(g8) shows the minimum number of segments. In the case of the Girl image, the process not found a minimum number of segments to represent the image. In all process, the experiments were extended to 15 segments. Figures 3(h1) to 3(h7) show the process for eight segments.
For seed images, something important to emphasize is the segmentation of their shadows that allow the measure of their dimensions. However, as we show in the background of figures 3(a6) or 3(b4), with the number of k threshold increasing, some segments of the image are distortional.
Accuracy Evaluation
A numerical representation of the best results obtained by the methodology are shown in tables II, III, IV, V, VI, VII for the seed lines. For House and Girl standard images, tables VIII and IX show the number of pixels segmented for the threshold values. In all tables, the best segmentation results are emphasized in boldface.
It can be found that for nh1 the algorithm obtain the minimum representation when k=6, for nh2 when k=4, for nh3 when k=4, for nh4 K=5, for nh5 when K=6 and for nh6 when k=5. For standard House image, table VIII shows the minimum representation when k=8. As mentioned previously, in case of the Girl image, the SOM process not found a minimum number of segments to represent the image until 15 segments.
Stability Evaluation
For stability evaluation, tables X, XI, XII, XIII, XIV and XV show the segmented pixels for each seed line. The best results are emphasized in boldface.
For nh1, due to in the K=7 segmentation result the algorithm obtain an empty neuron, the methodology select the value of k=6. This value is also obtained when k=9 and K=10. For nh2, the selected value was K=4. This value is also obtained when K=6. For nh3 the selected value was K=4. For nh4 was K=4, this value is also obtained when K=6. For nh5 was K=5 and for nh6 was K=4. Tables XVI and XVII show the segmented pixels for standard images.
Convergence Evaluation
In order to evaluate the convergence of the obtained results, figure 4 and table XVIII show a summary of the number of pixels that bellow to each threshold in 100 experiments.
Computational Time Evaluation
Tables XIX and XX show the computational elapsed and the standard deviation obtained in the 100 times. However, it is necessary to calculate the mean value μ and standard deviation std to show the stability. The mean value and standard deviation are defined as:
where ne is the number of times the algorithm ran and CC is the value of the computational cost each time.
The mean computational time and standard deviations are obtained in one hundred experiments.
Conclusions
This paper presents a color image segmentation methodology based on SelfOrganizing Maps (SOM) Neural Network.
It is allowed to segment appropriately the seed pigmentation classes in a single class and to determine the minimum number of color features in six seed lines. Something important to distinguish in the segmentation process were the seed shadows detected perfectly.
Proposed methodology, segments seed castor ricinus images ("nh1", "nh2", "nh3", "nh4", "nh5" y "nh6") and two standard test images. The seed images were supplied by the National Research Institute for Forestry, Agriculture and Livestock (in Spanish: Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Forestales, Agrícolas y Pecuarias, INIFAP) of Mexico at the Bajío. We Standard images were conclude that the proposed methodology is a good option because it obtained from University of Southern California. Results were presented both visual and numerical way.
